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This paper studies the physical-layer security of a multi-user multi-eavesdropper cellular
network, which is composed of multiple users communicating with a base station while the
eavesdroppers may intercept the communications from users to the base station (BS). The
cellular network is a time-slotted system with simultaneously transmission, in each time slot, a
single user is scheduled to transmit messages to BS while the remaining users opportunistically
receive information. Considering multiple users available in the cellular network, we present
three multi-user scheduling schemes, namely the round-robin scheduling scheme as well as the
suboptimal and optimal user scheduling schemes to improve the security of communication
(from users to BS) against eavesdropping attacks. We only need to assume that the channel
state information (CSI) of the main link spanning from users to BS is known in the suboptimal
scheduling. On the contrary, the optimal scheduling is designed by assuming that the CSI of the
main link and wiretap link (spanning from users to the eavesdropper) are available. We further
carry out secrecy diversity analysis and show that the round-robin always achieves only one
diversity order, whereas the suboptimal and optimal user scheduling schemes achieve the full
diversity. In addition, numerical results illustrate that the optimal scheduling performs the best
and the round-robin has the worst performance in terms of the secrecy outage probability. Last,
as the number of users increases, the secrecy outage probabilities of the suboptimal and
optimal scheduling schemes decrease signiﬁcantly.
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Fig. 1 A multi-user single-eavesdropper cellular network
system.
69Secrecy outage analysis of multi-user multi-eavesdropper cellular networks in the face of cochannel interference1. Introduction
The major challenges in cellular networks include the co-
channel interference mitigation and the eavesdropping
attack defense [1]. Especially the security of communica-
tion has been a crucial issue for cellular networks [2]. By
exploiting the physical characteristics of wireless channels,
physical-layer security is now emerging as an effective
means to protect the communications against eavesdrop-
ping [3–5]. If the main channel (from source to destination)
is better than the wiretap channel (from source to eaves-
dropper), the source can transmit to the destination at a
positive data rate reliably and securely [6]. Wyner intro-
duced the notion of the secrecy capacity developed from an
information theoretic prospective in a discrete memoryless
wiretap channel, which is obtained as the difference of the
capacity between the main channel and wiretap channel
[3]. Besides, research efforts were devoted to improving the
wireless physical-layer security by employing artiﬁcial noise
[7–9]. We also consider cochannel interference management
via cell splitting and beamforming transmission which
improve the spectrum-efﬁciency and energy-efﬁciency of
cellular network communication [10,11].
Focusing on the transmission capacity of secure commu-
nication, we analyze how to achieve a certain level of
security in an interference-limited network [12]. This paper
is focused on the secrecy performance with multi-user
scheduling schemes in a cellular network. We examine the
use of multi-user scheduling for improving the physical-layer
security and analyze its secrecy outage probability in the
presence of multiple eavesdroppers [6]. The secrecy outage
probability is deﬁned as the probability that the secrecy
capacity drops below a secrecy rate (i.e., Rs). Furthermore,
we investigate the effect of co-channel interference on
secrecy outage probability performance.
In this paper, we study physical layer security in the
uplink of cellular networks, where multiple users simulta-
neously transmit conﬁdential messages to BS. Meanwhile
the conﬁdential messages transmitted to BS may be tapped
by the eavesdroppers, which also suffer from the co-channel
interference [1,12]. In the beginning, we employ three
multi-user scheduling schemes (namely the round-robin,
the suboptimal, the optimal scheduling schemes) to protect
the users–BS transmissions against the eavesdroppers.
Unlike the suboptimal scheduling that only needs to know
the CSI of the main channel, the optimal scheduling requires
the perfect CSI of both the main link and the wiretap link.
Since the CSI of the eavesdroppers are challenging to obtain
in cellular networks, the suboptimal scheduling scheme is
more attractive from this perspective. Then, we derive
calculus-form secrecy outage probability expressions for the
multi-user scheduling schemes to help analyze the secrecy
performance. Finally, we ﬁgure out the secrecy diversity
order of three schemes and observe that the round-robin
achieves the diversity order of only one, while the sub-
optimal and optimal user scheduling schemes achieve the
diversity order of M, where M is the number of users.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. First,
we describe the system model of a multi-user multi-eaves-
dropper cellular network in Section 2. Then, Section 3
presents the round-robin scheduling scheme, the subopti-
mal and optimal user scheduling schemes for protecting thecellular transmissions against eavesdropping. In Section 4,
the calculus-form expressions of secrecy outage probability
are derived for the diversity analysis, followed by Section 5,
where numerical secrecy results are provided. In Section 6,
we ﬁnally provide some conclusions.2. System model and problem formulation
Taking a cellular network presented in Fig. 1 into considera-
tion, which is made up of one BS, M users and N eavesdroppers
(uncoordinated) and K co-BS sharing the same spectrum. Users
transmit signals to BS through uplinks, in which interferers are
from the neighbouring cochannel base stations. Considering M
users communicate with BS, which is a typical uplink transmis-
sion scenario in cellular networks, that are N eavesdroppers
attempting to intercept the packets transmitted from users
to BS. We denote M users and N eavesdroppers by
S ¼ fUiji¼ 1; 2;…;Mg and E ¼ fEjjj¼ 1; 2;…;Ng, for conveni-
ence. In addition, the thermal noises received at BS and
eavesdroppers are complex Gaussian distributed. Therefore,
the noise at BS which is denoted by nb can be modeled as a
complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and
variance N0, which is written by nb  CN ð0;N0Þ. We can
similarly model the noise received at eavesdroppers Ej,
denoted by nej, as a complex Gaussian random variable i.e.
nej  CN ð0;N0Þ, respectively.
Considering that Ui transmits signal xi to BS with power p
while co-channel interference ik is transmitted at the power
of q, hence we can express the signal received at BS as
yib ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
hibxiþ
XK
k ¼ 1
ﬃﬃﬃ
q
p
gkbikþnb ð1Þ
where hib is the fading coefﬁcient of the channel from Ui to
BS, K is the number of total cochannel interferers, gkb is
the channel from k-th interferer to BS, nb  CN ð0;N0Þ
represents the thermal noise received at BS. By applying
Shannon's channel capacity formula, we can obtain the
Y. Jiang et al.70capacity of the channel from Ui to BS from (1) as
Cib ¼ log2 1þ
jhibj2pPK
k ¼ 1 jgkbj2qþN0
 !
ð2Þ
Meanwhile, because of the broadcast nature of the radio
propagation, the Ui–BS transmission may as well be inter-
cepted by the eavesdroppers. So the signal received at the
eavesdropper Ej can be similarly written as
yiej ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
hiejxiþ
XK
k ¼ 1
ﬃﬃﬃ
q
p
gkej ikþnej ð3Þ
where hie is the fading coefﬁcient of the channel from Ui to
Ej, gke is the channel from k-th interferer to Ej,
ne  CN ð0;N0Þ represents the thermal noise received at E.
Using the same formula of (2), the capacity of the wiretap
channel from Ui to Ej is obtained from (3) as
Ciej ¼ log2 1þ
jhiej j2pPK
k ¼ 1 jgkej j2qþN0
 !
ð4Þ
We consider one eavesdropping scenario in this paper:
uncoordinated case, in which the eavesdroppers are inde-
pendent of each other when they intercept the users–BS
transmissions. The eavesdroppers operate the interception
independently in the uncoordinated case and the users–BS
transmissions is safe when all N eavesdroppers fail in
decoding the signal xi. Therefore, the wiretap channel's
overall capacity from Ui to BS can be expressed by the
maximum of rates that are individual achievable among the
N eavesdroppers as
Cie ¼max
ejA ε
Ciej ¼ log2 1þmaxejA ε
jhiej j2pPK
k ¼ 1 jgkej j2qþN0
 !
; ð5Þ
As aforementioned in [6,7], we describe the secrecy
capacity of users–BS transmissions as the difference
between the capacity of the main channel and that of the
wiretap channel. Thus, secrecy capacity of Ui–BS transmis-
sion can be obtained by presenting the eavesdroppers as
Csi ¼ CibCie ð6Þ
where Cib is obtained by (2) and Cie is given by (5) due to the
uncoordinated case, respectively. Besides, we assume that
the channels given by Fig. 1 are characterized with Rayleigh
fading model in this paper.
3. Secrecy outage analysis of multi-user
scheduling schemes
This section is presented with three multi-user scheduling
schemes (the round-robin scheduling, the suboptimal user
scheduling and the optimal user scheduling) with several
eavesdroppers. When designing the round-robin scheduling
and optimal scheduling schemes, we assume that the CSI of
all Ui–BS, Ui–Ej links are available. Especially the optimal
scheduling is targeted on maximizing the secrecy capacity
of the transmissions from Ui to BS. Meanwhile, the sub-
optimal scheduling attempts to access the spectrum without
knowing the eavesdroppers, only assuming that the CSI of
link from Ui to BS are known. The secrecy outage analysis is
mainly based on computer simulation.3.1. Round-robin scheduling
We present the round-robin scheduling in this subsection as
a benchmark for comparison, where M users access the
channel and therefore each user has an equal chance to
transmit its signal to BS. As is well-known, secrecy outage
event occurs when the secrecy capacity is lower than a
predeﬁned secrecy rate Rs. Hence, assuming that Ui trans-
mits signals to BS, the Ui–BS transmission's secrecy outage
probability is given by
Pout;i ¼ Pr CsioRs
  ð7Þ
in which Csi is characterized by (6). Combining (2) and (5)
with (6) and we can get (7) further obtained as
Pout;i ¼ PrfCibCieoRsg ð8Þ
As is mentioned before, M users are allowed in the round-
robin scheduling to take turns to accessing the channel and
thus the secrecy outage probability of the round-robin
scheduling is the mean value of the secrecy outage prob-
abilities of M users,
Proundout ¼
1
M
XM
i ¼ 1
Pout;i ð9Þ
in which M is the quantity of users and Pout;i is given by (8)
for the uncoordinated cases in a respective way.
3.2. Suboptimal scheduling
We present a design of a user scheduling scheme in this
subsection assuming that only CSI of Ui–BS are available
without knowing the CSI of the eavesdroppers. In this
scheduling scheme, we view the user that has the highest
instantaneous fading gain to BS as the optimal user, with
only the CSI of Users–BS channels being available. There-
fore, we express the criterion of the suboptimal user
scheduling as
Optimal user¼max
iAS
jhibj2 ð10Þ
In this scheduling scheme, it only needs jhibj2 rather than
eavesdroppers' CSI jhiej2 when observing from (10). For
noting convenience, we choose ‘o’ to denote the Optimal
User which is determined by (10). Thus, the secrecy
capacity of the transmitting signals from the Optimal User
‘o’ to BS under the condition of multiple eavesdroppers for
the uncoordinated cases is obtained as
Cso ¼ CobmaxejA εCoej ð11Þ
in which Cob and Coe represent the channel capacity from
optimal user to BS and to Ej, that is given by
Cob ¼ log2 1þ
jhobj2pPK
k ¼ 1
jgkbj2qþN0
0
BBB@
1
CCCA ð12Þ
Combining (10)–(12), the secrecy outage probability of
the suboptimal scheduling scheme is obtained as
Psubout ¼ PrðCsooRsÞ ð13Þ
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Fig. 2 Secrecy outage probability versus maximum transmit
power p of the round-robin scheduling, the suboptimal user
scheduling and the optimal user scheduling schemes with M=8,
N=3, K=8, Rs ¼ 1 bit=s=Hz, q¼ 24 dB, and σ2ib ¼ 1; σ2ie ¼
σ2kb ¼ σ2ke ¼ 0:1.
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In this subsection, we propose an optimal user scheduling
scheme for the purpose of improving security of the users–
BS transmissions. Considering M users available in the
cellular network, a user with the highest secrecy capacity
is selected to access the channel. Therefore, we obtain the
expression of the optimal user scheduling as
Optimal user¼max
iA S
Csi ð14Þ
in which M means the quantity of the users. Substituting
(2) and (5) into (14) that gives
Optimal user¼max
iA S
1þ jhibj
2pPK
k ¼ 1 jgkbj2qþN0
1þmax
ejA ε
jhiej j2pPK
k ¼ 1 jgkej j2qþN0
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;
ð15Þ
The secrecy outage probability of the optimal user scheduling
scheme can be obtained by using law of total probability as
Poptimalout ¼ Pr maxiAS C
s
ioRs
 
¼ ∏
iAS
Pr CsioRs
  ð16Þ
in which Csi is provided by (6). Combining (7) and (16), the
secrecy outage probability of the optimal scheduling can be
obtained as
Poptimalout ¼ ∏
iA S
Pout;i ð17Þ
in which Pout;i is provided by (8) in the round-robin scheduling
schemes.4. Secrecy diversity analysis
We present the analysis of the secrecy diversity performance of
multi-user transmissions in this section, under the condition of
multiple eavesdroppers. It is because that the secrecy outage
analysis could hardly give an insight into the impact of the
number of users and eavesdroppers directly on the security of
transmission although it can show the transmission security
performance of scheduling schemes. As a result, we analyze
the secrecy diversity of the round-robin scheduling, the
suboptimal and optimal scheduling schemes.
4.1. Round-robin scheduling
First, we consider the round-robin scheduling as a bench-
mark, along with an increasing of BS's transmit power, the
secrecy outage probability of transmission accordingly
decreases, we can get that
lim
p-1
Pout;i ¼ lim
p-1
Pr CsioRs
  ð18Þ
By ignoring the noise and further obtaining that
lim
p-1
Pout;i ¼ Pr max
ejA ε
jhiej j2PK
k ¼ 1 jgkej j2
4
1
2Rs
jhibj2PK
k ¼ 1 jgkbj2
( )
ð19ÞWe can observe from Fig. 2 that as the transmit power p
tends to inﬁnity, the secrecy outage probability converges
to a non-zero constant. Thus, a ﬂoor of secrecy outage
probability exists as the p increases to inﬁnity. For conve-
nience of notation, we denote the ﬂoor of the secrecy
outage of the round-robin scheduling scheme as Proundout;floor,
i.e.
Proundout;floor ¼ limp-1Pout;i ð20Þ
The calculus form of Proundout;floor can also help analyze the
secrecy diversity performance although we cannot ﬁnally
get the closed-form of the Proundout;floor. Denoting that
Y¼
jhiej j2=2σ2iejPK
k ¼ 1 jgkej j2=2Kσ2kej
 F distribution
and
X¼ jhibj
2=2σ2ibPK
k ¼ 1 jgkbj2=2Kσ2kb
 F distribution
since that X and Y both are F distributed, we can rewrite
Proundout;floor as
Proundout;floor ¼ 1Pr yZmaxejA ε
2Rsσ2iej
σ2ib
x
( )
ð21Þ
Denoting α¼ σ2ib=σ2ie, where α is called the main-to-
eavesdropper ratio (MER). Substitute α into (21)
Proundout;floor ¼ 1
Z 1
0
1
1þ2
Rs
αK
x
 !NK 1
1þx
K
 Kþ1 dx ð22Þ
The traditional diversity gain is deﬁned as
d ¼  lim
SNR-1
log PeðSNRÞ
log SNR
Y. Jiang et al.72in which SNR is short for the signal-to-noise ratio and
PeðSNRÞ is the bit error rate as a function of SNR. As the
transmit power increases to inﬁnity, the secrecy outage
probability of (22) is tending to a non-zero constant that
makes the diversity deﬁnition inappropriate for the secrecy
outage analysis. It can be also observed from (22) that with
an inﬁnite transmit power, the secrecy outage probability is
mainly determined by the hib channel and hie channel.
Because of this observation, we have to redeﬁne secrecy
diversity gain as an asymptotic ratio of the logarithmic ﬂoor
of secrecy outage to the logarithmic MER α (i.e., the ratio
between the gains of the hib channel and hie channel) as
α-1, yielding
dround ¼  lim
α-1
log Proundout;floor
log α
ð23Þ
This means that, with a diversity order dround as α increases,
the ﬂoor of secrecy outage Proundout;floor decreases faster. Thus,
we can evaluate the performance of the secrecy outage
ﬂoor by using the secrecy diversity order, especially in high
α region. Through using expansion of Maclaurin series, as
α-1, we can obtain that
f xð Þ ¼ 1
1þ2
Rs
αK
x
 !NK ; 1
1þ2
Rs
αK
x
 !NK
 1 2
Rsx
αK
þ f
″ðδxÞx2
2
ð24Þ
where 0oδo1. From (24) we have
lim
α-1
1
1þ2
Rs
αK
x
 !NK ¼ limα-1 1 2
Rsx
αK
þ f
″ðδxÞx2
2
( )
ð25Þ
For α-1, both 2Rsx=αK and f″ðδÞx2=2 tend to zero. How-
ever, the f″ðδÞx2=2 is high-order inﬁnitesimal compared to
2Rsx=αK, ignoring the high-order inﬁnitesimal in (25), and
substituting into (23), we can have
dround ¼ 1; ð26Þ
in (26) it shows that the round-robin always has the
diversity order of one, that also means the round-robin
fails to achieve any secrecy diversity that beneﬁts with
multiple users.4.2. Suboptimal scheduling
In this subsection we present the secrecy diversity analysis
of the suboptimal user scheduling scheme. As usual, along
with an inﬁnite transmit power, the ﬂoor of the secrecy
outage can be obtained as
Psubout;floor ¼ limp-1PrðC
s
ooRsÞ ð27Þ
It can be further obtained as
Psubout;floor ¼ Pr
jhobj2PK
k ¼ 1 jgkbj2
o2Rsmax
ejA ε
jhoej j2PK
k ¼ 1 jgkej j2
( )
ð28ÞBy ignoring the noise and using the total probability,
rewriting (28) as the following:
Psubout;floor ¼
XM
i ¼ 1
Pr
jhibj2PK
k ¼ 1 jgkbj2
o2Rsmax
ejA ε
jhiej j2PK
k ¼ 1 jgkej j2
; o¼ i
( )
ð29Þ
Combining (10) and (29) gives that
Psubout;floor ¼
XM
i ¼ 1
Pr
jhibj2PK
k ¼ 1 jgkbj
2
o2Rsmax
ejA ε
jhiej j2PK
k ¼ 1 jgkej j
2
;
max
nA S
na i
hnbj2o
		 		hibj2
0
BB@
1
CCA
¼
XM
i ¼ 1
∬ Pr
jhibj2PK
k ¼ 1 jgkbj2
o2Rsmax
ejA ε
jhiej j2PK
k ¼ 1 jgkej j2
 !
Pr max
nA S
na i
hnbj2o
		 		hibj2
 !
f x; yð Þ dx dy ð30Þ
Similarly, denoting that
Y¼
jhiej j2=2σ2iejPK
k ¼ 1 jgkej j2=2Kσ2kej
 F distribution
and
X¼ jhibj
2=2σ2ibPK
k ¼ 1 jgkbj2=2Kσ2kb
 F distribution
Let us ﬁrst consider that
Pr max
nA S
na i
hnbj2o
		 		hibj2
 !
¼∏
nA S
na i
1exp  x
α
  
ð31Þ
As α-1, random variable x=α approaches zero, also, from
the Maclaurin series expansion and Cauchy's Mean-Value
theorem, we obtain
1exp  x
α
 
¼ x
α
þ
x
α
 2
2
exp θ  x
α
 
ð32Þ
where 0oθo1, we can obtain that
lim
α-1
1exp  x
α
 
¼ x
α
þ lim
α-1
x
α
 2
2
exp θ  x
α
 
ð33Þ
For α-1, both x=α and ð x=α 2=2Þexpðθ  x=αÞ tend to
zero. However, the ð x=α 2=2Þexpðθ  x=αÞ is high-order
inﬁnitesimal compared to x=α, ignoring the high-order
inﬁnitesimal in (33),
lim
α-1
1exp  x
α
 
 x
α
ð34Þ
We can equivalently rewrite (30) as
Psubout;floor ¼
1
αM
XM
i ¼ 1
Z 1
0
2Rsx
K
1þ x
K
 Kþ1 dx ð35Þ
73Secrecy outage analysis of multi-user multi-eavesdropper cellular networks in the face of cochannel interferenceThe secrecy diversity order of the optimal user scheduling
scheme is similarly deﬁned as
dsub ¼  lim
α-1
log Psubout;floor
log α
ð36Þ
Substituting (35) into (36) gives that
dsub ¼  lim
α-1
log
1
αM
PM
i ¼ 1
R1
0
2Rsx
K
1þx
K
 Kþ1dx
log α
ð37Þ
which is ﬁnally given by
dsub ¼M ð38Þ
Observing from (38) that the suboptimal user scheduling
scheme achieves the diversity order of M. In higher MER
region, the secrecy outage probability ﬂoor of the subopti-
mal user scheduling scheme behaves as ð1=αÞM. Hence, as
the increasing number of users, the ﬂoor of secrecy outage
of the suboptimal user scheduling signiﬁcantly decreases. It
shows great advantage over the round-robin scheme.0 1 2 3 4 5 6
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Fig. 3 Secrecy outage probability versus secrecy rate Rs of the
round-robin scheduling, the suboptimal user scheduling and the
optimal user scheduling schemes with M=8, N=3, K=8,
p¼ 10 dB, q¼ 24 dB, and σ2ib ¼ 1; σ2ie ¼ σ2kb ¼ σ2ke ¼ 0:1.4.3. Optimal scheduling
In the subsection we propose the analysis of the secrecy
diversity order of the optimal user scheduling scheme. As
the transmit power increases to the inﬁnity,
Poptimalout;floor ¼ limp-1∏iAS
Pout;i ð39Þ
Substituting α¼ σ2ib=σ2ie (MER) and (39) gives
Poptimalout;floor ¼
1
α
 M
∏
iAS
Z 1
0
2Rsx
K
1þ x
K
 Kþ1 dx ð40Þ
where M is the number of users. The secrecy diversity
order of the optimal user scheduling scheme is similarly
deﬁned as
doptimal ¼  lim
α-1
log Poptimalout;floor
log α
ð41Þ
Combining (40) with (41),
doptimal ¼M; ð42Þ
which means that the secrecy diversity order of M is
achieved by the optimal scheduling scheme and has the
same performance of the suboptimal scheduling scheme in
diversity analysis. However, considering that the optimal
user scheduling requires that the CSI of all Ui–BS, Ui–E links
are available but the suboptimal user scheduling only needs
that the CSI of Ui–BS link are known. Comparing to the
suboptimal, the optimal user scheduling is more difﬁcult to
be applied in a certain cellular network systems. Hence, the
suboptimal scheduling scheme has more chance to be
applied than the optimal scheduling.5. Numerical results and discussions
In this section, we present numerical comparison among the
round-robin scheduling, the suboptimal and optimal sche-
duling in terms of secrecy outage probability. Assuming that
the thermal noise and interference received at any node in
the cellular network shown in Fig. 1 have the same variance
(including BS and eavesdroppers), for example, Nb ¼ Ne,
σ2kb ¼ σ2ke.
Fig. 2 shows the Secrecy outage probability along with
maximum transmit power p of the round-robin scheduling,
the suboptimal and optimal scheduling by using (9), (13) and
(17). We present the results of the secrecy outage prob-
abilities simulation for three schemes in this ﬁgure. It can
be observed from Fig. 2 that as the transmit power p tends
to inﬁnity, the secrecy outage probabilities of three
schemes all decrease somewhat. This means that with users
allowed to transmit with higher power, the secrecy outage
probability decreases correspondingly. It can also be seen
from Fig. 2 that as the transmit power p increases beyond a
certain value, three schemes all converge gradually to a
non-zero constant (we called secrecy outage probability
ﬂoors). Fig. 2 also illustrates that the optimal scheduling has
the best performance among the three schemes, then it is
the suboptimal scheduling and the round-robin has the
worst performance.
We propose the secrecy outage probability in Fig. 3 along
with secrecy rate Rs of the three schemes. As is shown in
Fig. 3, with secrecy rate Rs increasing, the secrecy outage
probabilities all increase correspondingly. It can be sum-
marized that when adopting a higher secrecy rate Rs for
better performance, it means less likely to achieve the
perfect secure communication against eavesdropping. Simi-
lar to the analysis of Fig. 2, the optimal user scheduling
scheme has the best secrecy outage performance and the
round-robin scheduling performs the worst across the whole
secrecy rate region.
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Fig. 4 Secrecy outage probability versus the number of users
M of the round-robin scheduling, the suboptimal user schedul-
ing and the optimal user scheduling schemes with N=3, K=8,
Rs ¼ 1 bit=s=Hz, p¼ 10 dB, q¼ 24 dB, and σ2ib ¼ 1; σ2ie ¼ σ2kb ¼
σ2ke ¼ 0:1.
Y. Jiang et al.74Fig. 4 illustrates the Secrecy outage probability along
with the number of users M of the three schemes. It can be
seen from Fig. 4 that the secrecy outage probability of the
round-robin scheduling scheme seems almost unchanged,
showing no beneﬁts achieved with the number of users
increasing. However, the secrecy outage probability of the
suboptimal and optimal scheduling schemes decreases sig-
niﬁcantly with the M increasing. Hence, if the suboptimal or
the optimal user scheduling is applied, we can improve the
security of users–BS communication by increasing the num-
ber of users (M).
6. Conclusion
We have studied the secrecy outage probability and diver-
sity performance of a multi-user cellular network in the
presence of multiple eavesdroppers, in which users transmit
signals to a BS while the eavesdroppers may intercept in.
Three multi-user scheduling schemes have been presented,
which are the round-robin scheduling scheme as well as the
suboptimal and optimal user scheduling schemes to protect
the users–BS transmissions against the eavesdropping
attacks. The calculus-form expressions of the secrecy out-
age probability have been derived for the presence of multi-
user scheduling schemes to help analyze their secrecyperformance and secrecy diversity. Secrecy diversity analy-
sis has been conducted for the round-robin scheduling
scheme as well as the suboptimal and optimal user schedul-
ing schemes in the presence of multiple eavesdroppers. It
has been shown that the round-robin always achieves the
diversity order of only one, while the suboptimal and
optimal user scheduling schemes achieve the full diversity.
Numerical results have demonstrated that with an increasing
transmit power, the secrecy outage probabilities of all the
aforementioned scheduling schemes improve correspondingly.References
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